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**Reviewer's report:**

The manuscript has potential as it reports on risk perception related to outbreak of avian influenza among birds in France.

**Major compulsory revisions**

The main problem of the article is that the questionnaire used and the measures used are not described. This makes it not possible to really review the article. There are many possible ways to measure threats, knowledge or behaviour change. Brewer et al (2007) have outlined in their meta-analysis how to measure risk perception. As in this manuscript the concepts used are not clear it is impossible to interpret the results. For example was threat asked for someone themselves to get the diseases, was there a timeframe included or not etc, how was knowledge measured, how behaviour change. This should be clarified before a real review can take place.

The manuscript is potentially interesting because risk perception was measured in relation to an outbreak. However, the outbreak is not described in the manuscript, nor is information given on how it was reported in the media and thus how it might have influenced risk perception.

Currently there are some questions related to the discussion, e.g. why is unexpectedly that epidemics were not perceived as major threat. This has been seen in more studies. However the discussion can better be discussed when the necessary changes have been made.
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